WHY MARCH TO STOP CLIMATE CHANGE?

Now is the Time to Change Everything.

On September 23, world leaders are coming together in New York City for an emergency UN Climate Summit. UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon is urging governments to support an ambitious global agreement to dramatically reduce global warming.

September 21, the Sierra Club, Avaaz, 350 and more than 700 organizations will take to the streets to call on world leaders meeting at the UN Climate Summit to commit to a world safe from the ravages of climate change, a world with good jobs, clean air and water and healthy communities.

To change everything we need everybody:

▶ peoplesclimate.org/march

CLEAN ENERGY IS THE SOLUTION

Clean climate is good business.

3X
MORE JOBS generated by clean-energy investments in the United States compared to fossil fuel sectors.

13%
HIGHER median wages in green energy careers.

8.3%
GROWTH in clean energy sector vs. overall economy.

70%
OF AMERICANS favor the EPA Clean Power Plan.

WITHOUT CLIMATE ACTION

No one is immune. 400,000 people died from climate related causes in 2010—fires, floods, droughts, superstorms.

IN NORTHEAST, rising sea levels will impact 88% of the population living near the coast.

IN SOUTHEAST, billions of dollars worth of property in cities like New Orleans and Miami will be underwater.

IN NORTHWEST and Rocky Mountains, incidence of droughts and wildfires will continue to rise.

IN SOUTHWEST, residents will experience nearly four additional months of 95-degree days.

GET ON BOARD, JOIN US!

PEOPLE'S CLIMATE MARCH

peoplesclimatetrain.weebly.com | climate.caravan@sierraclub.org